VISCORA® Steel

HUECK FOLIEN combines visible and hidden qualities:
Its design will wow you and its functions will support you.

hueck-folien.com

Our passion: the world of films
HUECK FOLIEN is a coating specialist for optically
demanding, functional film coatings and high security.
In our core markets SECURITY, LABELING and
DESIGN, we from HUECK FOLIEN give unmistakable
identity to our customers‘ products. HUECK FOLIEN
has been lending identity to the products of its
customers since 1970. Initially with flexible packaging
and tear tapes and then over time, increasingly with
products possessing a more extensive range of

functions. The experience thus gathered with regard
to the coating of web materials together with the
in-house developed, top technologies, form the basis
of our current success and have made the company a
coating specialist that is in worldwide demand. Since
1970 the independent, family-owned company has
concentrated upon the development and production
of high security features for banknotes and documents
as well as on film coatings for technical applications.

Absolute homogenous and monochrome
A speciality! The still, smooth surface of a mountain
lake shows us flawless design. But emulating such
natural beauty poses a major technical challenge. We
meet this challenge with films that precisely meet
customer requirements. For us, multicolour motif
printing is also natural, and our clients can apply these
films on various base materials such as steel, textiles,
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wood, plastics, paper and nonwovens. Our design
films not only offer perfect surfaces, but also superior
functionality such as extreme scratch resistance and
resistance to chemical and physical influences. They
include special, easy-to-clean and anti-viral finishes
or touch-sensitive buttons and are also available in
formable and back-filling variations.
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VISCORA® Steel
Combines the look of metal with
the flexible functionality of films
Homogenous supermatt surfaces
(Gloss level: less than 3GU possible)

Soft touch

3D steel brushed effect:
real metallization, real brushing, no printing

Easy-to-clean

Key facts
L ong term experience in
coating PET- films

Customized solutions
Clean-room area

Width up to 1.620 mm
Easy process handling
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We make every wish come true:
let your imagination run free –
we accept the challenge!

VISCORA® Steel
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Key advantages of VISCORA® Steel:
 erfect scratch resistant surface
P
Easy-to-clean surface: less fingerprints visible
High chemical resistance

scratch resistant

anti-fingerprint

With our
VISCORA® films
we raise the bar of
current design desires.

chemical resistant

soft touch

lamination

Contact:
For detailed information and samples of VISCORA® Steel,
please get in touch with the HUECK FOLIEN team.
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Hannes Wimmer
Phone: +43 (0) 7269 7570-172
h.wimmer@hueck-folien.at

HUECK FOLIEN GmbH
Gewerbepark 30
4342 Baumgartenberg, Austria
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